Motility cues in the tumor microenvironment.
It is now increasingly recognized that the microenvironment plays a critical role in the progression of tumors. Perhaps less obvious is the concept that the microenvironment may share responsibility in determining the "malignant" traits of tumor cells, i.e. invasiveness and metastasis. If tumors are tissues, however unbalanced, rather than a collection of "malignant" cells recruiting local resources for the purpose of growth, then it is inevitable that tumor cells will respond to local stimuli. These stimuli include cues for motility and migration, which normally appear in tissues undergoing formation, remodeling or healing. Carcinoma cells are likely to be sensitive to the motility cues that normally regulate epithelial morphogenetic movements such as ingression, delamination, invagination, and tube or sheet migration. "Malignant" tumors, then, can be redefined as those in which these cues arise more frequently or act more effectively. Here, we expand on this view and propose that invasion and metastasis may be the outcome of tumor cell responses to microenvironmental motility cues. Understanding how such motility cues arise and act, both in normal and tumor tissue, should be a high priority in cancer research.